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Abstract Personnel rostering has received ample attention
in recent years. Due to its social and economic relevance and
due to its intrinsic complexity, it has become a major subject
for scheduling and timetabling researchers. Among the per-
sonnel rostering problems, nurse rostering turned out to be
particularly complex and difficult. In this paper, we propose
a notation for nurse rostering problems along the lines of
the α|β|γ notation for scheduling. The system allows ex-
tension as well as refinement. It is the aim of the notation
to facilitate problem description, classification and system-
atic study. It enables authors to position the problems in the
vaster body of research on the subject. By developing this
notation for nurse rostering, we hope that an extension of it
will be applicable to a broader domain of personnel roster-
ing.

Keywords Nurse rostering · Personnel scheduling ·
Classification

1 Introduction

In this paper, we build on the work of the last decades to pro-
duce a classification system for nurse rostering problems.
This system is based on a notation for which we borrow
the main lines from the production scheduling domain. The
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classification will considerably simplify problem represen-
tation. It allows one to classify problems according to a set
of categories.

Specifying the characteristics of a problem unambigu-
ously positions it in the classification. Hence, it is possi-
ble to compare problem definitions and pinpoint the dif-
ferences. A problem may be next to other problems in the
classification, differing in characteristics that are not ex-
pressed in the categorisation. An author may study the dif-
ferentiation that originates from and now is clearly linked
to the extra characteristics. Eventually, the observation
may motivate refinement by the newly discovered prob-
lem characteristics. These refinements will be managed
at http://ingenieur.kahosl.be/vakgroep/it/nurse/archive.htm.
We follow a similar notation as the one that was used to clas-
sify production scheduling problems (Graham et al. 1979).
As in scheduling, we may succeed in differentiating between
hard and easy cases in specific categories. Developers will
eventually have a better structured catalog of solution meth-
ods acting as a roadmap towards more efficient applications.
This paper proposes such a categorisation and presents the
analysis of a limited set of instances in a specific category
as an example. The initial version of this notation was pre-
sented in a plenary talk at the PATAT 2008 conference (De
Causmaecker 2008). It is accepted for publication in the post
conference selected papers (De Causmaecker and Vanden
Berghe 2011).

Although our study is mainly focussed on the nurse ros-
tering literature, we believe that an extension of it can be ap-
plied to a broader field of personnel rostering. Many decades
of research into automated methods to solve nurse rostering
problems have brought to us a large collection of expres-
sive models and powerful methods. Several authors (Siferd
and Benton 1992; Burke et al. 2004) have scrutinised real
world problems and published on their findings in great de-
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tail. The nurse rostering problem has, due to the required
expressiveness and flexibility of the models and due to the
apparent hardness of the resulting optimisation problems,
become an attractive problem for many methods in opti-
misation, such as exact methods, heuristic procedures and
metaheuristics. We will not review the nurse rostering liter-
ature here. A thorough review was published in Burke et al.
(2004). At the end of this paper, we will demonstrate our
notation by classifying papers that mainly appeared after
that review was published. Here we solely mention a lim-
ited number of examples to illustrate the diversity that we
want to cover. Some authors discuss exactly solvable mod-
els, either constructed (e.g. Wong and Chun 2004) or real
world examples (e.g. Azaiez and Al-Sharif 2005; Bard and
Purnomo 2005a). When we turn to more complex real world
problems for which no exact solution is found, the situations
become more diverse. Even after this many years of nurse
rostering research, a clear and crisp definition of the prob-
lem is still to emerge. This inhibits a systematic comparative
study of models and solution approaches. There is a need
for a clear definition of the different types of nurse rostering
problem together with a larger number of shared datasets.
The nurse rostering literature encompasses problems with
very different characteristics. Certain authors concentrate on
a cost per time unit/person (Aickelin and Li 2007; Maen-
hout and Vanhoucke 2008), while others deal with labor er-
gonomics considerations (Bourdais et al. 2003; Lodree et al.
2009) that concern the quality of the entire personal sched-
ules (Gutjahr and Rauner 2007; Osogami and Imai 2000;
Wong and Chun 2004). The latter are in general more char-
acteristic for nurse and personel scheduling problems en-
countered in the literature. Recently, many publications ad-
dress real-life nurse rostering problems, for which data have
been retrieved from hospitals (Beddoe and Petrovic 2007;
Bilgin et al. 2011; Bourdais et al. 2003; Burke et al. 2008;
Moz and Pato 2007; Parr and Thompson 2007). It is not the
case that all of them provide public datasets. The problems
addressed in Bard and Purnomo (2006) (the nurse addition
problem) and in Moz and Pato (2007) (the nurse rerostering
problem) differ slightly from the majority of problems dis-
cussed in the nurse rostering literature in that (1) the number
of (extra) nurses needs to be minimised or (2) unexpected
variations in workload need to be addressed while minimis-
ing the number of shift changes in the roster. Obviously,
the applicability or the success of optimisation approaches
strongly depends on the problem under consideration and,
consequently, relating observations and problem character-
istics or complexity could be useful.

Unlike some other well known optimisation problems
(e.g. the scheduling problem (Brucker 2004; Herroelen et
al. 1999; Pinedo 2002)), the hardness of the nurse roster-
ing problem has only been analysed in exceptional cases
(Osogami and Imai 2000; Vanhoucke and Maenhout 2009).

The effect of certain objectives or constraints (e.g. address-
ing coverage, consecutive assignments, fairness, etc.) on the
complexity of the problem is still unclear.

The constraints and models encountered in nurse roster-
ing papers are extensive and complex. It is easy to see how
the shift structures and requirements for workers in a pro-
duction unit can be mapped into a simple nurse rostering
model. Moreover, the last decades have seen a multitude of
publications discussing specific cases and describing algo-
rithms to tackle them. The availability of this vast body of
literature together with the apparent complexity motivates
the development of a systematic notation and classification
system. Such a typology was developed and recently im-
proved for cutting and packing problems (Dyckhoff 1990;
Wäscher et al. 2007). A classification for the resource con-
strained project scheduling problems was undertaken in
Brucker et al. (1999). The earliest effort in scheduling led
researchers to develop a specific notation. In Graham et al.
(1979) the α|β|γ notation was introduced. They created the
framework to embody over 30 years of research. We will fol-
low the structure of this notation and rephrase its categories
to match the requirements of the personnel rostering field.
We hope this will support empirical as well as theoretical
study of approaches for personnel rostering.

We are aware that this does apply to more than one set
of problems, especially but not exclusively in timetabling.
By studying the nurse rostering problem, we hope to gain
experience in how to tackle personnel rostering in particular
and eventually the other domains.

In Sect. 2, we look at different initiatives for benchmark-
ing or classifying nurse rostering problems. We identify the
essential properties and present a novel notation for nurse
rostering problems in Sect. 3. Each of the categories of that
notation is detailed in the subsequent sections: the person-
nel environment α in Sect. 4; the work characteristics β in
Sect. 5 and the optimisation objective γ in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7,
we give examples of problems tackled in some of the recent
nurse rostering research papers (most of which appeared af-
ter 2004) and categorise them according to the new notation.
Section 8 presents conclusions and lines for future work.

2 Classifying and benchmarking nurse rostering
problems

The nurse rostering problem still is a challenging research
subject that is widely considered to be a hard optimisa-
tion problem to solve. Osogami and Imai (2000) prove that
the nurse rostering problem is NP-hard. In fact, they prove
that the timetabling problem, which is NP-complete, can be
transformed into a decision version of the nurse rostering
problem with only a subset of the real world constraints that
apply to it. It is worth mentioning that some of the con-
straints characterising the nurse rostering problem, have not
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been taken into account in this analysis. Examples of such
constraints include restrictions with respect to consecutive
assignments, constraints dealing with the simultaneous as-
signment of different people, etc. These constraints consume
more evaluation time than the ones that involve counting
assignments (Burke et al. 2001b). In addition, experiments
show that problems become much harder to solve when in-
cluding consecutiveness (Messelis et al. 2009). Unlike for
the scheduling domain, where the α|β|γ notation (Lawler
et al. 1993) is commonly accepted, the nurse rostering re-
search lacks a general format to describe problems. For a
long time, benchmark instances were missing. A few recent
initiatives enable systematic study and offer a framework for
the classification and formalisation of nurse rostering prob-
lems and general personnel scheduling problems. Two main
efforts are in classification and benchmarking.

2.1 Classification

The problem description in Burke et al. (2004) puts for-
ward general terminology and classifies a large number of
papers according to the characteristics of the problems that
they describe. These might assist researchers to position
their particular problem or instance among other problems
that have been reported on in the literature, and as such,
build upon previous knowledge to improve the state-of-the-
art approaches. The classification is not suitable for distin-
guishing, for example, complex problems from simple ones.
However, it does provide some criteria for grouping partic-
ular problem types. Examples of such criteria are:

– General problem characteristics: the amount of detail
in which shift types, skills, coverage, etc. are defined,
the flexibility of setting or defining problem parameters,
whether the rosters are cyclic or not.
Coverage, for example, is treated differently in many re-
search papers. It is important to know whether under-
and/or overstaffing is tolerated, whether coverage is feasi-
ble within an interval, etc. Problems addressing the same
constraints but treating them differently (hard/soft) are
thought of as quite different. It determines the adaptabil-
ity of the model to address various types of nurse ros-
tering problem in different health care environments, re-
gions and countries. Flexible models require flexible ap-
proaches. Cyclical or semi-cyclical rosters are subject to
additional constraints. The approaches for dealing with
cyclical schedules may differ strongly from algorithms
addressing non-cyclical problems.

– Objectives: optimisation problems or decision problems,
optimisation objectives such as minimising violations of
constraints, minimising the number of staff, etc. and all
kinds of combinations of criteria.
Usually, a personnel rostering problem deals with multi-
ple objectives. The nature of the objectives influences the
requirements to the solution approach.

– Constraints: the number of constraints, the type of con-
straints, whether they are hard or soft and whether they
are set or configurable.
We are not aware of a straightforward relation between
the number of constraints and the complexity of the prob-
lem. Real world (and simplified) problem instances often
deal with conflicting and/or redundant constraints. As a
consequence, the number of constraints is not always an
issue. Rather the kind of constraints and the presence of
constraint combinations determines which approaches are
most appropriate.

– Dimensions of the problem: the planning horizon, the
number of nurses, the number of shift types.

Positioning new problems with respect to these charac-
teristics should help to compare particular problems and to
compare the performance of algorithms. However, a com-
parison of approaches probably makes sense only when ap-
plied to problems that have the same characteristics with
respect to each of the criteria. Future papers will be more
effective if researchers manage to clearly situate their work
among the existing literature. The classification criteria in
Burke et al. (2004) offer guidance.

A different approach is outlined in Maenhout and Van-
houcke (2008), where it is suggested to perform calculations
of some instance parameters prior to the search, in order to
improve the selection of optimisation approaches.

2.2 Datasets and benchmarks

A collection of personnel scheduling—mainly nurse
rostering—problems and datasets is provided at http://www.
asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/projects/nmhpr/data/ (Burke et al. 2007).
The data, most of which have been derived from real world
problems, are available in XML format. It allows researchers
to download a variety of problems for comparing the perfor-
mance of their algorithms. The author of the web page also
offers a graphical user interface, a parser and a set of solvers
to tackle the problem. He keeps track of the best results for
each problem instance. We want to support this initiative
and hope that researchers in the field of nurse rostering will
make an effort to describe their particular problems accord-
ing to the same format and thus contribute to what should
become a benchmark for this research domain.

The web site http://allserv.kahosl.be/~burak/project.html
also presents a set of complex real problem instances and
different scenarios associated with each set (Bilgin et al.
2008). The scenarios represent issues that the real life wards,
from which the data have been taken, often deal with.

NSPLib (http://www.projectmanagement.ugent.be/nsp.
php) (Vanhoucke and Maenhout 2007) is a complementary
initiative in that it is built around a problem generator for
nurse rostering. In contrast to the other benchmark site, the
problems in NSPLib were not derived from real life ones but
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they were constructed with that problem generator. A num-
ber of complexity indicators were applied to create instances
that are as diverse as possible. Another set of instances is
called the ‘realistic’ set mainly because the problems have
a planning horizon of 28 days. The advantage of NSPLib is
that, due to its size, it allows for proper statistical analysis
of different approaches.

These recently published datasets are of high importance
for researchers who want to compare their nurse rostering
approach to the best performing approaches on particular
datasets. Moreover, they facilitate data collection for (start-
ing) researchers who, until recently, had to generate test sets
themselves or collect them in collaboration with hospitals.
In Sect. 7, we show how the instances from these datasets fit
in the model that we propose.

An archive of problem instances keeps track of the online
problem repositories among which are the two above. It is
maintained at http://ingenieur.kahosl.be/vakgroep/it/nurse/
archive.htm.

3 An α|β|γ notation

The main aim of this paper is the introduction of a frame-
work for categorising nurse rostering problems. If we want
to systematically study performance of algorithms as well as
hardness of problems, we need a notation that enables dis-
tinguishing between nurse rostering problems. Such a nota-
tion should eventually allow situating the problem at hand
and offer a tool for comparison of models, optimisation re-
sults and algorithm performance. It is clear that an algorithm
that was developed for solving a particular class of problems
does not necessarily behave well when applied to another
class. In the next paragraphs, such a notation is proposed.
Future refinements to the notation may be necessary.

It is important that the notation bridges between problem
definitions and solution methodology. We start from the fol-
lowing observations. Any nurse rostering problem requires
scheduling personnel in order to perform an amount of work
over a certain period of time. It demands to do so while
optimising one or more criteria. This situation is similar to
the situation in scheduling problems, which require schedul-
ing a number of machines in order to perform a number of
jobs while optimising one or more criteria. Similar motiva-
tions as the ones developed in the current paper, led back
in the seventies to the adoption of the α|β|γ classification
system for scheduling problems (Graham et al. 1979). We
found it useful to apply a similar type of categorisation to
rostering problems. The distinction between machine envi-
ronment α, work characteristics β and optimisation objec-
tives γ is present in a nurse rostering setting when replacing
machines by personnel. When specifying work characteris-
tics and personnel environment, our main concern will be

describing problems and distinguishing between them. One
confusing point may be that soft constraints actually are op-
timisation objectives. We will not move them there because
we think that they inherently describe personnel or work.
We will leave room for indicating the presence of such soft
constraints in the description of the optimisation objectives.

In the rest of this section, we develop this categorisation
and give examples of how it may be used. An overview is
given in Table 1 and the following subsections discuss the
various components in depth.

As can be seen in the table, the description of a nurse
rostering problem is decomposed in three main parts or cat-
egories. These categories often refer to constraints, but also
describe structural properties and optimisation goals.

Category α refers to the description of the personnel en-
vironment with information about the number of staff, their
skills and their availabilities. Various constraints on the in-
dividual workload and the organisation of work over peri-
ods of time, like nights and weekends, can be defined. We
decided to put the skill characteristic in the α category al-
though one could argue that it also fits in the β category.
In the detailed definition of the problem class, dependencies
between skills may be given. For example, some problems
allow members of personnel to be replaced by higher quali-
fied people while other instances define strictly distinct skill
groups. The number of personnel is a size parameter and
is not explicitly present in the categorisation, although of
course it will be an important attribute of a specific instance.
Tables 2 to 5 include examples for each of the α character-
istics.

Category β refers to work characteristics describing the
actual services to be delivered and the time structure. The
latter structure is an essential ingredient for rostering prob-
lems. It impacts both the way the demand for services can
be specified and the working conditions for the personnel.
Again detailed definitions can be given for a specific class
of problem instances, and, as in category α, we leave out
size parameters such as the planning horizon. Examples of
each β characteristic are presented in the Tables 6 and 7.

Category γ refers to optimisation objectives and allows
the distinction between various modes of decision support.
Rostering problems usually display a significant number of
soft constraints of which a minimal violation should be pur-
sued. Although the constraints are actually defined in α, the
objective of minimising their violations belongs to the γ cat-
egory.

We must stress that the model in Table 1 is not meant
to be a fixed and rigid model. The categories have been de-
fined after careful analysis of the nurse rostering literature.
They can be detailed further if new problem properties come
up. As we will demonstrate in Sect. 7, the categorisation al-
lows for an unambiguous definition of a specific problem

http://ingenieur.kahosl.be/vakgroep/it/nurse/archive.htm
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Table 1 Classification of nurse rostering problems

α Personnel environment

Personnel constraints Skill interactions

A Availability 2,3, . . . Fixed number

S Sequences N Variable number

B Balance I Individual skill definitions

C Chaperoning

β Work characteristics

Coverage constraints Shift type

R Range 2,3, . . . Fixed number

T Time Intervals N Variable number

V Fluctuating O Overlapping

γ Optimisation objective

Objective Mode

P Personnel constraints M Multi-objective

L Coverage constraints

X Number of personnel

R Robustness

G General

and hence can be used for comparing problems. When com-
paring or recommending approaches, the most reliable re-
sults will be obtained when looking for the algorithms cor-
responding to problems in the same category.

In the coming sections we present detailed discussions of
each of the categories α,β and γ .

4 Constraints applying to personnel—category α

The constraint categories A and S in Table 1 refer to single
nurses or, more generally, to single members of personnel.
Constraint categories α : B and α : C imply interactions be-
tween members of personnel. We discuss these two cases
separately.

4.1 Categories α : A and α : S constraints applying to
individual members of personnel

Constraints on the schedule of a single nurse originate from
legal, local and personal regulations. Such elements con-
strain the shift pattern a specific nurse can be expected to
perform. Apart from legal requirements, these constraints
are typically negotiated and often influenced by group cul-
ture and personal preferences. They result in contracts or
work regulations that define a list of A and S constraints.
We call α : A the category of constraints related to mini-
mum and maximum availabilities of the nurses. The wide
variety of constraints in this category are evaluated by one
evaluation procedure, as was shown in Burke et al. (2001b).
Category α : S groups the constraints handling sequences,
like minimum or maximum work stretches. They require an
evaluation procedure different from the one applied for α : A

constraints. We refer to Burke et al. (2001b) for a more for-
mal definition of the different constraint classes and their
evaluation.

In practice, ward managers will try complying as much
as possible and generate schedules that do not violate these
constraints strongly. Although a solution that does not con-
tain any constraint violation often turns out not to be achiev-
able, support from a tool that tries approximating the ideal
situation is appreciated.

The notation can be expanded in many ways. This expan-
sion is open and researchers may be guided by their specific
modelling needs. As an example, Table 2 and 3 contain a
list of constraints that we take into account in the expansion
of α : A and α : S, respectively. While not being exhaustive,
the constraints in this list and their generalisations are, to our
experience, sufficient for a broad range of cases. We expand
on the short descriptions in Table 2 and 3.

4.2 Categories α : B and α : C constraints applying to
groups of people

Apart from social relations, feelings of fairness in the group
and contractual obligations, individual working schedules
strongly influence personal well-being and even long term
health conditions. Hence the importance of these constraints
as has been recognised by many authors, such as Burke et
al. (2001a), Bellanti et al. (2004), Chiarandini et al. (2000).
The balance constraints in Table 1 restrict the variation of
the workload per nurse, including the degree of violation of
his/her preferences and work regulations as far as these are
legal. They can be expressed as a maximum value for the
difference of the quantities measuring this workload, or as a
limitation on the statistical properties of the distribution as
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Table 2 Category α : A
α : A Availabilities

a General
availabilities

This constraint expresses the availability of a nurse at certain points in time.
Nurses may not be available at specific dates or for specific shifts. These
availability constraints are not part of the contract.

– short term absence or unavailability,

– long term unavailability, e.g. maternity leave,

– holiday period,

– etc.

b Number of
assignments

The total number of assignments to a nurse’s roster must be between certain
margins, e.g. assignments during reference periods such as days, particular days
of the week, weekends, weekdays, weeks, bank holidays, the entire planning
horizon. It is important to note that the reference period need not be connected
(e.g. weekends). Minima, maxima or both may be given. These availability
constraints are always related to the person’s contract.

– full time contracts, e.g. minimum 18 and maximum 22 assignments per month,

– part time contracts, e.g. minimum 12 and maximum 15 assignments per month,

– weekend contracts, e.g. for people who only perform weekend work,

– weekday contracts, for people who never carry out weekend work,

– etc.

c Number of shift
types out of a set

This constraint bears close resemblance to the previous one and can be expressed
similarly. It controls the number of assignments to particular shift types over the
reference periods defined in α : A b.

– night contracts, for people who only perform night shifts,

– day contracts, for people who never perform night shifts,

– Wednesday afternoons off, in case of a contractual agreement about such unavailability,

– Minimum/maximum number of night shifts,

– etc.

d Number of hours The number of hours worked over a reference period should be within given
limits.

– Minimum/maximum number of hours per day/week/month, etc.,

– Maximum number of overtime hours per day/week/month/year,

– Minimum/maximum number of hours on bank holidays.

– etc.

e Preferences The constraint expresses individual preferences to perform a (particular) shift on a
particular date or to be off work on a particular shift/day/period. The constraints
are not part of the contract.

– request for a day off at a particular date,

– request for one or more shifts off at a particular date,

– request to carry out a particular shift type at a particular date,

– request to be on duty at a particular date (no matter for which shift type),

– etc.

such. The chaperoning constraints limit the rosters of two
people simultaneously. Table 4 and 5 present examples of
the balance and chaperoning constraints.

4.3 Categories α : 2,3, . . . ,N and I definition of skills

Table 1 refers to different classes of skill definition.

A situation in which all the members of personnel are

qualified to perform the same duties, is the default case (sin-

gle skill). When a problem considers a set of completely

independent skills, for which the workload is expressed sep-

arately, then the default case also holds. Indeed, such a prob-

lem boils down to a set of smaller independent subproblems,
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Table 3 Category α : S
α : S Sequences

a Maximum or
minimum number
of consecutive
assignments.

The aim is to prevent nurses from working continuously during too long periods,
or to prevent that one single assignment disturbs a healthy pattern. The reference
period need not be connected. It can be equal to a particular set of shift types,
days, weekends, etc.

– Minimum/maximum number of consecutive working days. Often, work stretches
that are shorter than 2 days or longer than 6 days are not acceptable,

– Minimum/maximum number of consecutive days with particular shifts assigned.
Sometimes a general constraint over all the shift types is defined but in many real
world situations, more detail is required. The acceptable work stretch for consec-
utive morning shifts may be between 2 and 6, while for the night shifts it may be
between 2 and 4, for example,

– Minimum/maximum number consecutive working weekends,

– etc.

b Maximum or
minimum breaks
between working
periods

The constraint prevents breaks that are too short to be healthy as well as very long
breaks. Night shift sequences e.g. may require a longer break to recover.

– Minimum number of hours between two consecutive assignments. It should be at
least a number of hours long. This time often depends on the shift types that are
involved (e.g. minimum 11 hours rest required between day shift types; more rest
is required when one of the considered shift types is a night shift),

– Minimum/maximum number of consecutive free days. The minimum is often two.
Particular contracts with long work stretches of night shifts require longer breaks.
The maximum number is used to prevent people from spending all the holidays
that their contract allows within one single stretch,

– etc.

c Compatibility
constraints on shift
types

Legislation does not allow certain shift types to follow directly after some other.

– No night shift after a free day (because the necessary information flow between
personnel needs to be secured),

– Forward rotation, e.g. no early shift after a late or night shift,

– etc.

d Other We refer to particular sequence constraints such as cyclical patterns, weekend
work, etc.

– Cyclical patterns. That very particular constraint defines a pattern that generates
constraints by mapping it sequentially onto the planning period. It determines on
which days a (not necessarily specified) shift type should be assigned or not,

– Minimum number of assignments during weekends, if there are assignments at
all (for example, assignments on both Saturday and Sunday). It avoids that many
people’s weekends are occupied with only one shift assignment,

– No night shift before a free weekend,

– etc.

each dealing with one single skill. Such problems essentially

do not differ from the default single skill problems.

When interactions are allowed between skills, the situ-

ation is different. Sometimes hierarchical substitution be-

tween different skill categories is tolerated. A very common

example is the following:

– People belong to one of the three skill categories: carers,
regular nurses and head nurses. Regular nurses are enti-
tled to replace carers and the head nurses could replace
people from both other classes, whenever the availability
in these classes would be too low.

In such cases, the number of skill classes is 2,3, . . . for
a fixed number of classes or N for a variable number. The
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Table 4 Category α : B
α : B Balance

The balance constraints explicitly affect the rosters of multiple people at the same time. It becomes more
complex when the constraint affects people with different contracts. In that case, the difference should be
relative to the expected workload for each of the contracts. The constraint can be defined over different
reference periods (e.g. a week, month, planning horizon, semester, year, etc.).

– Balance the number of hours worked over all the personnel, such that the difference between the
workload for different members of personnel is lower than, e.g. 8 hours, 5%, etc.,

– Balance the number of assignments, such that the difference over a reference period is, for example,
less than two,

– Balance the number of assignments on bank holidays,

– Balance the number of night shifts,

– etc.

Table 5 Category α : C
α : C Chaperoning

The chaperoning constraint requires a specific nurse always, or at certain time units, to be accompanied by
another nurse for reasons related to communication, specific task issues, car pooling, etc. Another usage of
the chaperoning category allows one to express that people should not work at the same time. The constraint
takes the rosters of multiple nurses into account.

– Two particular nurses should always be on duty at the same time,

– A nurse should not be on duty, unless another one is working as well (for example a trainee and a
supervisor),

– Two particular nurses should never be on duty at the same time,

– etc.

personnel from a higher skill class can cover for the lower
skills in case of personnel shortage. Note that we do not ex-
plicitly label hierarchical substitution because it is a more
common procedure than other skill interactions. The pres-
ence of a number or N is sufficient.

Sometimes the interactions between different skills are
more complex than hierarchical replacements. We label
these problems I , which stands for individual skill defini-
tions. It occurs when a person’s characterisation is based on
a complex mix of qualifications. In that case, substitution
among skill classes purely depends on the individual nurses.
The latter category often compares better to real world situa-
tions where, e.g. the eldest, most experienced or best trained
‘lower’ category nurse will be best suited to replace a supe-
rior one.

5 Constraints concerning the workload—category β

Constraints in these categories describe the workload for the
team. Categories β : R,T and V in Table 1 describe cover-
age constraints. These typically correspond to the demand
for personnel support at each point in time. They express
numbers of personnel needed and specify the required skill
as in category α. Categories β : 1,2,3,N and O describe the
shift structure. This category is very diverse. Virtually every

organisation has implemented its own structure to meet the
needs of its clients and fit the expectations of its personnel.

5.1 Categories β : R,T and V constraints describing the
coverage

The required coverage is the number of personnel of a spe-
cific skill needed at each time interval or for each shift. In the
review paper (Burke et al. 2004), problems surged with time
intervals and fluctuating coverage specifications. The review
mentions one paper and one working paper with time inter-
val coverage. Since then, several authors have been adres-
sing this issue. We include their papers in our review in Ta-
ble 8. We consequently distinguish the constraints that are
presented in Table 6.

These constraints are present in the nurse rostering prob-
lems described in the literature. In each of the above situa-
tions coverage can be modelled as a hard or a soft constraint
(Sect. 2.1).

The label β : T denotes that the coverage constraints are
expressed over time intervals. Assuming that the time inter-
vals do not correspond to the durations of the shifts, a con-
version is required in order to solve the problem with the
defined shifts. Category β : R covers the problems in which
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Table 6 Category β : R,T and
V β : R,T and V Workload

R Range The required coverage is bounded from above and/or from below at each time
unit. This may be a hard or a soft constraint.

– minimum 3 and maximum 4 early shifts,

– minimum 2 and maximum 4 late shifts,

– minimum 1 and maximum 2 night shifts,

– etc.

T Time intervals By default, coverage constraints are expressed per shift type. This may not be
appropriate, in which case time intervals can be used. The time intervals can be
as small as a number of minutes but they usually are related to the start and end
time of the shift types.

– 7 am–8 am: at least 2 regular nurses, at least 3 carers,

– 8 am–10 am: at least 4 regular nurses, at least 2 carers,

– 10 am–12 am: at least 3 regular nurses, at least 2 carers, at least one head nurse,

– etc.

V Fluctuating By default, coverage constraints are constant over time. If this is not the case,
the label V and a detailed description are given. In hospitals, fluctuating
demands are common, due to the activities that are assigned to particular days
of the week (e.g. surgery on a set day has an impact on the level of activity in
the wards on subsequent days).

– Sunday 31 December: minimum 2 and maximum 2 early shifts

Sunday 31 December: minimum 2 and maximum 2 late shifts

Sunday 31 December: minimum 1 and maximum 1 night shifts

Monday 1 January: minimum 2 and maximum 2 early shifts

Monday 1 January: minimum 2 and maximum 2 late shifts

Monday 1 January: minimum 1 and maximum 1 night shifts

Tuesday 2 January: minimum 4 and maximum 5 early shifts

Tuesday 2 January: minimum 3 and maximum 4 late shifts

Tuesday 2 January: minimum 2 and maximum 3 night shifts

Wednesday 3 January: minimum 2 and maximum 3 early shifts

Wednesday 3 January: minimum 2 and maximum 3 late shifts

Wednesday 3 January: minimum 2 and maximum 3 night shifts

etc.

coverage constraints are satisfied when the assignments are

within a range of minimum and maximum acceptable cov-

erage. Absence of the label β : V implies that the coverage

constraints are constant over time.

The impact of these constraints on the difficulty and the

attainable degree of optimisation has not been systemati-

cally investigated. It is clear that when the demands are

raised, the same team of personnel may not be sufficient.

At the other end of the spectrum, too low demands put the

team in a situation of work shortage. That could be a prob-

lem in case many of the α : A constraints are expressed as

minimum requirements. The impact of a fluctuating demand

is another issue as it may make it hard to meet the sequence

constraints.

5.2 Categories β : 2,3, . . . ,N and O constraints describing
the shift structure

In the literature, various shift structures can be found (Burke
et al. 2004). Authors typically study either a set of problems
with a fixed and usually small number of shifts or a set over
which this number varies and is usually larger.

6 Optimisation objective—category γ

The nurse rostering literature presents numerous objectives
and optimisation modes. We identify the objectives γ :
P,L,X,R and G that determine the goal function, and the
category γ : M when the problem is set as a multi-objective
decision support problem.
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Table 7 Category
β : 2,3, . . . ,N and O β : 2,3, . . . ,N and O Shift structure

2,3, . . . Fixed
number of
shifts

The default case (with only one shift type) applies to organisations that
express requirements in terms of daily attendance of people, e.g. those that
provide only nine to five services. A fixed number of different shift types
(notation: 2, 3 or a higher number) occur frequently. Three shifts are
sufficient for those organisations that use early, late or early, late and night
shifts. Note that a ‘dummy shift type’ is quite common in papers. It refers to
‘no assignment’ on the particular day. We do not categorise it as an extra
shift type. The required coverage is bounded from above and/or from below
at each time unit. This may be a hard or a soft constraint.

N Variable
number of
shifts

The category N encompasses all cases in which the number of shifts is
variable within the set of problem instances.

O Overlap O can be added as a label to β : 2,3, . . . , and N to indicate that shift types
are not fully separated in time. This is important if the organisation needs
communication at the time of the team switch. It did, in our applications
(Burke et al. 2006), have an impact on the algorithm performance in case of
time interval requirements (β : T ).

6.1 Categories γ : P,L,X,R and G

γ : P and γ : L denote that at least some violations of per-
sonnel constraints (category α) and of coverage constraints
(category β) should be minimised. In case the notation of
a nurse rostering problem contains no γ : P , all the con-
straints of the α category, if there are any, should be fully
satisfied. Similarly, if the notation contains no γ : L, all the
constraints of the β category should be treated as hard con-
straints. Note that many of these problems still allow for
considerable flexibility if the personnel constraints or the
coverage constraints are defined in terms of intervals.

Nurse rostering problems that try to minimise the num-
ber of personnel belong to the category γ : X. Often, the
objective appears to be minimising the number of additional
members of staff that are seconded internally from another
ward or hired through an external agency.

The objective γ : R indicates that robustness criteria ap-
ply in the evaluation of a roster and/or that rescheduling op-
erations try to minimise the number of disturbances in an
existing roster. As concluded in Burke et al. (2004), robust-
ness is an important issue in nurse rostering. Since then, a
few papers explicitly addressed rescheduling. Examples are:

– minimise the difference between the new and the original
roster,

– enable minimal modifications to a roster,
– generate rosters that are stable against minimal disrup-

tions.

We categorise all the other objectives in γ : G. It is clear
that there is a large variety of optimisation objectives and
we do not want to introduce labels for every single objective
that occurs in one paper. Some of the objectives in γ : G

may evolve into separate labels if they are recognised to be
generally important by the community. Some examples are:

– minimise the personnel cost (e.g. by minimising ex-
pensive overtime, minimising assignments to tasks that
should be carried out by other people, etc.),

– minimise the difference between the actual assignments
and the personnel capacity, which allows for maximising
the usage of available personnel,

– etc.

In γ : G, we capture objectives that apply to particular
schedules and that are not covered by any of the other la-
bels. The possibility exists to extend the notation with new
objectives when they have relevance for a class of nurse ros-
tering problems.

6.2 Category γ : M

Although most nurse rostering problems are multi-objective
problems by nature, they are often modelled by a weighted
cost function that deals with all the objectives at once. In the
latter case, the quality of a solution is expressed by a single
number. In some problem settings, this is not sufficient. The
user may want to see the effect on other objectives of an
increased quality in one specific direction. In this case, the
problem itself is a multi-objective one and it will be labelled
γ : M .

7 Examples

In order to illustrate the α|β|γ notation introduced in Sect. 3,
we present some problems that were described in the recent
literature. The problems fit into the introduced categories,
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which does not mean that they cover the complete category.
Each notation in Table 8 is based on the problem description
in the corresponding paper. It is worth noting that the ma-
jority of papers does not refer to or provide public datasets.
The text is the only reference. In addition, we briefly report
on the general approach applied in that paper.

We pay special attention to the problem instances that
have been made publicly available. The nurse rostering
datasets provided in Burke et al. (2008) and Brucker et
al. (2010) belong to the category AS|N |P . Those that are
made available in Bilgin et al. (2008) are categorised as
ASBI|RVNO|PL. The NSPLib instances (Vanhoucke and
Maenhout 2007) can be classified as AS|3|PL. Maenhout
and Vanhoucke (2008) did very valuable research but the
number of constraints that they deal with in e.g. the S cate-
gory is rather small. They did not undertake any systematic
study across the parameter domains in order to reveal their
real impact on the hardness.

The comparison tables in Burke et al. (2004) lead
straightforwardly to the new notation. We decided to only
present the more recent papers. The paper by Bourdais et al.
(2003) presents an alternative view on the categories in the
present paper. Their ‘rule categories’ (that are based on re-
lated literature and on real data) can be linked to our notation
as follows:

– DEM: minimum coverage constraints (β),
– AVA: availability constraints including holiday requests

(α),
– DIS: fair distribution of work among people (α),
– ERG: a heterogeneous category of constraints related to

patterns of work, shift sequences, etc. (α).

For each of these rules, Bourdais et al. (2003) give fur-
ther refinements that are described in words. Demand and
availability constraints are always considered hard but some
of the distribution and ergonomic constraints may be soft.
When describing the problems in Aickelin et al. (2007),
Aickelin and Li (2007), Parr and Thompson (2007), we
put 2(3) for the shift types because they do not deal with
the night shifts and the 2 day type shifts at the same
time. The notation for the problems in Bard and Purnomo
(2005c, 2006) contains an N between brackets because both
the default problems with one single shift, and the problems
with a variable number of hierarchical skills are modelled.

As can be expected, papers from the same authors elab-
orate on the same or similar problems. Table 8 is far from
covering all possible combinations of labels. We do indeed
not expect all combinations to occur in practice and it would
in fact be interesting to position the set of studied problems
within the space of all the possibilities. More interestingly,
the table highlights similarity of problems in independent
studies, for example (Osogami and Imai 2000) and (Maen-
hout and Vanhoucke 2008); (Beddoe et al. 2009; Beddoe and
Petrovic 2006, 2007) and (Chun et al. 2000).

8 Conclusion

We propose a notation for the classification of a set of per-
sonnel rostering problems. It builds on earlier attempts to
characterise nurse rostering problems (Burke et al. 2004)
and adopts the α|β|γ notation for scheduling. We devel-
oped a number of categories originating from the problems
and approaches that we found in the literature as well as in
our own nurse rostering research. The categories are slots
for problem features. The categories exhibit a model of the
problem domain, where we tried to catch features with rel-
evance for the hardness of the problem. Problems sharing
these features will end up in the same category and will
be candidates for closer investigation of their differences.
Where these differences turn out to have an important im-
pact on the solution approaches and can be attributed to
clearly identifiable problem related features, they will be-
come candidates for refinement of the categorisation. The
features allow classifying all the problems from the papers
in Burke et al. (2004). Furthermore, we presented the clas-
sification of 30 papers that appeared over the last years.

We decided to concentrate on problem related features
and not to address solution approaches, procedures or ab-
stract models. An alternative focus could be to concentrate
on these more generic features. The present classification
could be extended with more quantitative measures of com-
plexity, which would probably require a higher level of ab-
straction. This is an important subject for further investiga-
tion of a more generic and theoretical nature. The current
framework concentrates on the real world context in which
this domain evolves. It enables classifying problems based
on real world observable properties. Our hope is that it will
serve as a useful tool to bring order to the myriad of prob-
lem definitions and applications and as a starting point for
further systematic research.

With the publication of this notation, we hope to start a
discussion resulting in an agreed upon progressively refined
classification system in which researchers and developers
can place their contributions and locate related approaches
and results. With this goal in mind we opened up a website
at http://ingenieur.kahosl.be/vakgroep/it/nurse/archive.htm.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which permits
any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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